Using Geophysics to Locate Holocaust Era Mass Graves in Jewish Cemeteries: Examples from Latvia and Lithuania
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Abstract: A common practice used by the Germans and collaborators in World War II, as part of the Holocaust, was to use existing Jewish cemeteries as places for mass burial. Research was completed at the Old Jewish Cemetery in Riga, Latvia, the Livas Jewish Cemetery in Liepaja, Latvia, and the Zaliakalnis Jewish Cemetery in Kaunas, Lithuania. The Old Jewish Cemetery in Riga was adjacent to the Riga Ghetto and was used to bury individuals murdered in the ghetto. In Kaunas, an area of the Zaliakalnis Jewish Cemetery is devoid of grave stones, and literature sources and testimony indicate that this area was used for the mass burial of Jews from the Kaunas Ghetto and other mass killings. In Liepaja, the local Jewish Heritage Foundation believes that there are mass graves within the Livas Cemetery. Methodologies for this research include the use of a pulseEkko Pro 500-megahertz ground-penetrating radar (GPR) system. Electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) data were collected through a linear array of electrodes coupled to a direct current (DC) resistivity transmitter and receiver. Analysis of aerial photography and satellite images was also employed at each location. ERT and GPR data indicate three separate trench anomalies in the Old Jewish Cemetery in Riga. The presence of these anomalies corroborates Holocaust survivor testimony that bodies were buried in mass graves in that area. In the Zaliakalnis Jewish Cemetery in Kaunas, ERT and GPR data indicate an anomaly in the western part of the cemetery, and ERT data further indicate two other possible mass graves. In Liepaja, preliminary GPR analysis indicates an anomaly in a cleared section of the cemetery. Based on the presence of geophysical anomalies in all three cemeteries, which correlate with literature sources and Holocaust survivor testimony, there is a high probability that mass graves are present at each site. Future research directions include expanding the search areas in each cemetery, additional literature and testimony-based research, and the addition of other geophysical methodologies.
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1. Introduction

This research focuses on two locations in Latvia (Riga and Liepaja) and one in Lithuania (Kaunas). The sites where research occurred in Latvia are the Old Jewish Cemetery in Riga and the Jewish section of the Livas Cemetery in Liepaja. In Kaunas, Lithuania, research was completed in the Zaliakalnis Old Jewish Cemetery (Figure 1). As part of the “Holocaust by Bullets”, the Germans created combined murder/burial sites that were distant enough from Jewish Ghettos not to arouse suspicion regarding their purpose. Burial sites were also created near the Ghettos, where Jews were imprisoned, for the quick burial of some victims, with existing Jewish cemeteries used in some cases as these very local mass burial sites.
This research’s focus and methodology falls within the realm of Geoarchaeology, which is a subfield of archaeology and geoscience, that uses techniques that are traditionally reserved for the geosciences in an archaeological context [1,2]. This research uses geophysics and air photograph and satellite image comparison and analysis to assist in systematically studying potential mass burial sites with a little-known or unknown history as related to the Holocaust [3–5].

Central and Eastern Europe is literally dotted with forgotten Jewish mass graves located in forests, roadside ditches, arable fields, and elsewhere [6]. The number and exact location of many remain unknown. In Poland, as part of the Rabbinical Commission for Jewish cemeteries, working with the Chief Rabbi of Poland and within the Jewish law of Halacha which prohibits opening graves and moving the remains of the dead, investigations are being completed using noninvasive technologies like ground-penetrating radar (GPR) and electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) [7]. Similarly, the research presented in this article uses these noninvasive technologies and has been approved by chief Rabbis in Riga, Liepaja, and Kaunas.

2. Background

According to 2023 estimates, Latvia currently has the largest Jewish community in the Baltic States (Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania). The approximately 4500 Jews currently living in Latvia trace their roots to survivors of the Holocaust, Jews who fled to the Soviet Union (USSR) to escape the 1941 German invasion and later returned, and Jews who immigrated to Latvia more recently from the former USSR. Historically, Latvian Jewry...
prospered until World War I, when the majority of Latvian Jews fled the country, with less than half returning after the war. During the interwar years (between World Wars I and II), Latvia was an important center of Jewish life and learning until Shoa [8]. Shoa is the Hebrew word for “catastrophe,” which is synonymous with the term Holocaust, which is used in English-speaking countries to refer to the killing of nearly six million Jews in Europe by Nazi Germany and its collaborators during World War II [9].

Just prior to the German occupation of Latvia in World War II, the Jewish population was approximately 85,000, with 40,000 living in Riga, 10,000 in the Liepaja area, and the others scattered mainly in small communities around the country. By 10 July 1941, the entire territory of Latvia was under German control [10]. An estimated 15,000 Jews had fled ahead of occupation, crossing into Russia, so with borders impassable after the arrival of the Germans, about 70,000 Jews remained in Latvia. In anticipation of German occupation, many Jews were murdered before and during their arrival by local Latvians. Throughout July and August 1941, the majority of the Jewish population of the cities and provincial towns was systematically eradicated. In some instances, Jews were locked in synagogues and burned alive or marched to nearby cemeteries and forests, where they were shot and buried in mass graves. When the German forces fled Latvia prior to the return of the Soviet Red Army in 1944, the Holocaust had killed 90% of Latvia’s Jewish population [11].

Circumstances in Lithuania are analogous to what transpired in Latvia. According to 2023 estimates, approximately 2400 Jews are currently living in Lithuania. Since Lithuania was home to a historically significant and influential Jewish community, many Jews worldwide can trace their roots back to the region. Lithuanian Jews (Litvaks) at one time accounted for about 10% of the total population of Lithuania [12]. The pre-war Jewish population was approximately 160,000, or seven percent of the country’s total population. Following the start of World War II, Lithuania’s Jewish population swelled to approximately 250,000 persons due to the influx of refugees from German-occupied Poland. In June and July 1941, Germany occupied Lithuania. Once in control, the Germans and collaborators began the mass murder of the Jewish population, killing 90 percent of Lithuania’s Jews by the time Soviet troops reoccupied Lithuania in the summer of 1944 [13,14].

2.1. Related Research

Other studies have been completed at Holocaust sites to reveal the nature and extent of the sites, and in some cases the location of mass graves, using noninvasive technologies at, for example, the German Nazi Labor Camp Treblinka in Eastern Poland [15]. During the initial phase of this project, Dr. Sebastian Rozycki from the Warsaw University of Technology used existing maps, witness statements, and spatial data gathered from current satellite images and German World War II-era air photographs to establish the relationships between these data and camp benchmarks like building placements, walking routes, and gate locations. A second phase of the project involved the use of GPR to reveal new insights into the camp that the Germans worked so hard to destroy when it was abandoned in 1943.

Debate about the possibilities of using interdisciplinary methods, including the use of noninvasive geophysical technologies, in investigations of labor and concentration camps from World War II is well embedded in a mixture of archaeological subdisciplines, including combat archaeology, war archaeology, interment archaeology, and public archaeology [16]. Field investigations using noninvasive techniques are becoming more common practices, and in recent years, numerous archeological research projects have taken place, including a research project prepared by The Historical Museum of Krakow (Poland) and the investigations of the Rabbinical Commission for Jewish Cemeteries, in the vicinity of the Krakow-Plaszow Labor and Concentration Camp [16].

At Ponary, near Vilnius, Lithuania [3], the Germans buried the remains of approximately 70,000 Jews and 30,000 other individuals who were deemed to be undesirables, like the Roma (Gypsies), Jehovah’s Witness members, and gay men, for example. This research better illuminated the site’s layout, the location of additional mass graves that had not yet been memorialized, and the confirmation of an escape tunnel that was used by Jewish slave
laborers who were charged by their German captors with digging up the 100,000 bodies, burning the remains, and then burying the ashes. Facing sure death when this grim task was completed, they chose to dig an escape tunnel. ERT and GPR were used at Ponary to pinpoint the location and route of the remains of this escape tunnel, and the location of a previously undiscovered burial pit [3].

At Heereskraftfahrpark (HKP) 562 Forced-Labor Camp in Vilnius [17], research was completed using ERT and GPR to find the entrance to hiding places where Jews took refuge before the camp’s liquidation and certain death. Additionally, the location of the burial trenches where the Jews who were found in their hiding places, and subsequently murdered, and were initially buried, was found, as was the mass grave to which these remains were moved by the Jews who survived the liquidation of the camp.

At Fort IX in Kaunas, Lithuania [18–20], the Germans and local collaborators (Lithuanian police auxiliaries) murdered and buried, in mass graves, 9200 Jews who were previously housed in the Kaunas Ghetto. Research at this site again used the noninvasive geophysical techniques of GPR and ERT to determine the nature and extent of these mass graves. Additionally, data were collected related to the possible route Jewish prisoners followed as part of an escape attempt.

In Raylivka village in Ukraine, archival data, combined with geophysical methodologies, and interpretations from 1944 German air photographs for the region were used to determine the location of mass graves. Field work using various geophysical techniques included metal detecting and magnetic survey to detect World War II artifacts, as well as ERT and GPR. As a result, a large number of artifacts from World War II were found, and the boundaries of mass graves initially defined in air photographs were confirmed and refined [21].

Also, in Ukraine, the efficacy of using forensic and archaeological techniques at genocide sites, including those related to the Holocaust, was examined [22]. Over the past 40 years, investigations of mass graves and other sites connected to the events of the Holocaust have developed significantly, with forensic archaeology now widely accepted as a subdiscipline defined as the application of archaeological theory and methods to the resolution of medico-legal and humanitarian issues that can be associated with the Holocaust [22].

Lamsdorf, a prisoner-of-war (POW) and resettlement camp in Poland, operated near that village from the times of the Franco-Prussian War (1870-71), through World Wars I and II, finally closing in 1946 [15]. As part of understanding the history and heritage of British POWs held at this place, noninvasive archaeological work was carried out in 2022. Historical aerial photographs, plans, and sketches were used to gain initial insights into the camp, which was then refined using airborne laser scanning (LiDAR) to carefully document the diversity of camp landscapes, including rows of unmarked single graves in what was most likely the camp cemetery. Trenches of various lengths, about 1.5 m wide and from about 0.3 m to about 1 m deep, were also identified and concluded to be locations that served as a shelter in the event of air raids, and not graves/mass graves [23].

2.2. The Final Solution in Latvia and Lithuania

Nazi Germany’s plan, which they deemed the “Final Solution to the Jewish Question”, was intended to murder the entire Jewish population of Europe [24,25]. After taking power in the 1930s, Germany, following the Nazis’ ideology, initially harassed and intimidated the Jews, but over time, their approach to the “Jewish Question” became increasingly violent. After occupying Latvia and Lithuania in 1941, the Germans and local collaborators began to murder the Jewish population systematically, primarily by firing squad. These actions were deemed the “Holocaust by Bullets”, and it was not until March 1942 that extermination camps like Sobibor, Treblinka, and Belzec (all in Eastern Poland), where Jews were killed using gas, were operational [26].
During the Holocaust, the creation of ghettos was an essential component of Nazi Germany’s process to marginalize, persecute, and ultimately destroy Europe’s Jews. These ghettos separated Jews from the non-Jewish population and concentrated them for later deportation and mass murder. Living conditions for the Jews imprisoned in these ghettos (Riga, Liepaja, and Kaunas (also known as Kovno) in the context of this research) were appalling [27].

2.2.1. Riga, Latvia

German Einsatzgruppen (mobile killing units), together with local Latvian collaborators, shot several thousand Jews shortly after entering the city in June 1941. A ghetto was established in mid-August in the southeastern area of the city, which, by October 1941, imprisoned approximately 30,000 Jews (Figure 2). In late November and early December 1941, the Germans perpetrated a ruse that announced that the majority of ghetto inhabitants would be relocated to new locations further to the east. As prescribed in this plan, on 30 November and 8 and 9 December, at least 25,000 (and perhaps as many as 30,000) Jews from the Riga Ghetto unknowingly went to the nearby Rumbula Forest, nine kilometers southeast of the Ghetto, to be shot by the German Schutzstaffel (SS), German police units, and Latvian collaborators [28, 29]. The Schutzstaffel (SS), which numbered approximately 250,000 total troops, were dispersed throughout German-occupied areas. Among their many duties, they were responsible for mass shootings, anti-partisan warfare, and supplying guards for German concentration camps. Specifically, some troops specialized in brutalizing and murdering individuals, as well as carrying out the daily operation of Hitler’s death camps [30].

![Figure 2. The location of Riga’s city center, Ghetto, and Old Jewish Cemetery in 1942.](image)

According to testimony by Steven Springfield (collected on 30 March 1990), who as an 18-year-old was imprisoned in the Riga Ghetto, the SS entered the Ghetto on 30 November and again on 8 and 9 December 1941, to remove inhabitants to be murdered and buried in mass graves in the forest at Rumbula [31]. This clearing of Latvian Jews from the Ghetto took place to create room in the Ghetto for German Jews who were being brought to Riga on trains from Germany [32]. At Rumbula, the victims were forced to disrobe, marched to the edge of a pit that Soviet prisoners of war had previously dug, and were then shot and buried in the pit, which also served as a mass grave. Springfield notes in his testimony that 15,000 Jews from the Ghetto were massacred in just one day at Rumbula. Ghetto inhabitants who resisted or were too old or infirm to make the trip to Rumbula were murdered in the Ghetto [32]. Jews returning from work outside the Ghetto, who had not been caught up in the massacres, were conscripted to bury, in the Old Jewish Cemetery, those who had been murdered in the Ghetto during these actions [33]. Steven Springfield and his
brother, because they were young and nondisabled, were sent to a work camp rather than the Rumbula Forest [31].

The Old Jewish Cemetery is located within the territory that the Riga Ghetto occupied. The original cemetery dates back to 1725, and was extended in 1868, and again in 1896 [34]. Jews who had been randomly executed within the Ghetto, who had committed suicide, or had been murdered in the Ghetto during the Rumbula actions were buried (in mass graves) in the Old Jewish Cemetery, with the total number estimated to be approximately 2000 [35]. The cemetery is purported to contain separate mass graves for the November/December 1941 victims and other actions that took place in late October 1942. On October 29, 1942, all the members of the Jewish Ghetto Police were summoned to the so-called Blechplatz (which translates to “sheet metal place” in English). They were shot by the German Security Police [35]. In joint testimony by Malvina Reinigerova and Melanie Pragerovamade, made before and certified by the Juedischer Gemeinderat der Tschechischen und Maehrischen Provinzen (translated as Czech and Moravian Jewish Community Council), it was stated that Obersturmfuhrer (translated to English from German as Senior Storm Leader, which was a German paramilitary rank that the SS used) Krause, Commandant of the Riga Ghetto, indiscriminately shot or ordered prisoners shot, including these Ghetto Police. The prisoners were shot and buried in the Old Jewish Cemetery or were transported there for burial after being shot elsewhere [36]. After World War II, any remaining tombstones in the cemetery were stolen, and the high brick walls surrounding it were demolished [34].

2.2.2. Liepaja, Latvia

Liepaja is located in western Latvia. It is a port city directly adjacent to the Baltic Sea (see Figure 1). A Jewish community was established in Liepaja in the early 1800s. By the end of the 19th century, approximately 9400 Jews were living in Liepaja, about 14% of the city’s population [37]. On 29 June 1941, the Germans occupied Liepaja and began carrying out political arrests and murders with the collaboration of the Latvian “Self-Defense” organization. The first murder operation took place on the first day of occupation, when a group of Jews were shot and buried in Soviet-dug anti-tank ditches (trenches) in Rainis Park (Figure 3). The eventual victims were placed in columns of 25–30 people and brought to Rainis Park, where they were murdered and buried over six to seven days. After two to three weeks, when the stench from the park had become overwhelming because the layer of earth covering the corpses was too thin, the Germans ordered Jewish residents to exhume the bodies, transport them in wagons, and rebury them in the Jewish section of the Livas Cemetery. Estimates of the total number of victims vary from several dozen to about 300 according to a Soviet Extraordinary State Commission Report [38]. These activities marked an end to the murder and burial in Rainis Park. Beginning on 7 July 1941, the dunes in the vicinity of the port and the Liepaja Lighthouse were used for the murder and burial of Jews (Figure 3).

In 1993, on the site of the presumed reinternment of the victims from Rainis Park, a granite stone with the Star of David and an inscription in Hebrew and Latvian, “To the Jews of Liepaja—Victims of Fascism-1941–1945”, was placed in the Jewish section of the Livas Cemetery. In 2004, next to this memorial stone, a memorial wall was installed with 6428 names of Jews of Liepaja who died during the Holocaust or in Soviet correctional camps [39,40]. Based on information provided by Ilana Ivanova, from the Liepaja Jewish community, and affiliated with the Liepaja Jewish Heritage Foundation, preliminary research was completed in the Jewish section of the Livas Cemetery in 2023. Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) was used to determine the possible location of the mass grave associated with the victims of the Rainis Park massacres, and if any other potential mass graves exist at this site (Figure 4). The area in the southeast corner of the Jewish section of the cemetery was pointed out as a potential GPR target because it is devoid of headstones and contains numerous mounds and depressions. GPR data were collected from a 20 m by 13.5 m GPR grid between two earthen mounds in this area.
Figure 3. The location of Rainis Park, the Livas Cemetery, and the lighthouse in Liepaja.

Figure 4. The Jewish section of the Livas Cemetery, in Liepaja, Latvia, with features that are important to this research included.
2.2.3. Kaunas, Lithuania

Between 1920 and 1939, Kaunas, located in central Lithuania (see Figure 1), was Lithuania’s capital and largest city. The Jewish population in 1939 was approximately 32,000, which comprised one-fourth of the city’s total population. The city had nearly 100 Jewish organizations, 40 synagogues, five daily Jewish newspapers, a Yiddish and Hebrew school network, and scores of Jewish-owned businesses [41]. In June 1940, the Soviet Union occupied Lithuania, and a year later, Germany attacked the Soviet Union, and on 24 June 1941, Kaunas was occupied by German forces. Many Lithuanians welcomed the German forces, seeing them as liberators from Soviet occupation. Local paramilitary groups held the belief that the Jews played a significant role in the Soviet repression of Lithuania, so when the Soviets fled and before the Germans had entered the city, Lithuanian mobs had already begun to kill Jews [41].

German collaborators started anti-Jewish pogroms in Kaunas beginning on 15 June 1941. Pogrom is a Russian word meaning “to wreak havoc or demolish violently”, which, in the context of events that transpired in Kaunas (and elsewhere), refers to violent attacks by local non-Jewish populations on Jews [42]. Over 1000 Jews were murdered over the next few days (beginning on 25 June 1941) in this first pogrom in German-occupied Lithuania. The most infamous incident related to this pogrom occurred in what was later known as the Lietukis Garage Massacre, which was perpetrated on 27 June 1941, before the invading Germans had even set up their administration. During this massacre, 40–60 Jewish men were killed with shovels, iron bars, or other barbaric methods [43]. A crowd had gathered to watch and cheer this spectacle, during which parents lifted their children onto their shoulders to catch a glimpse of the atrocities that were taking place and one of the foremost perpetrators, who was deemed the death dealer of Kovno [44].

Colonel Lothar von Bischoffshausen, a Panzer Division Commander who had just arrived in Kaunas, witnessed the events at the Lietukis Garage, and he subsequently provided a detailed account of what he observed [44]. In summary, he arrived in Kovno (Kaunas) on 27 June 1941. While patrolling the city, he noticed a cheering crowd of men, women, and children gathered alongside a gas station to watch what was happening in the adjacent yard. At first, he thought it was a victory celebration or some sporting event. However, when he asked a bystander what was occurring, he was told that the “death dealer of Kovno” was at work making sure that all “traitors and collaborators” received a fitting punishment for their treachery [44].

When Colonel von Bischoffshausen drew closer, he witnessed a display of brutality that he stated was unparalleled by anything he saw in combat during two world wars. Standing in the yard was a young man around 25 years of age, leaning on a long iron bar, and around his feet, fifteen to twenty men lay dying or already dead. A few feet away stood a group of men guarded by “the dealers” co-conspirators. Every few minutes, “the dealer” signaled with his hand, and another victim came forward to face sure death from multiple blows from the iron bar he held in his hand. Each time he struck a blow to his helpless victims, it drew clapping and cheering from the crowd [44].

Residents in the buildings around the Zaliakalnis Cemetery, approximately 1.8 km from the Lietukis Garage, gave testimony that they witnessed trucks arriving with corpses that were buried there in late June of 1941 [45]. In 2017, Kaunas Jewish Community chairman Gercas Zakas showed our research team an area in the Zaliakalnis Jewish Cemetery where an Israeli archaeologist, five years prior, determined, by methods not known to us, that there was a mass grave. It is postulated that this may be the place where the victims of the Lietukis Garage Massacre were buried (Figures 5 and 6).
The Zaliakalnis Jewish Cemetery is just one of many locations in which murdered Jews were buried in mass graves in and around Kaunas. In early July 1941, German Einsatzgruppen (mobile killing units) and their Lithuanian auxiliaries began systematic massacres of Jews in several of the forts (primarily Fort IX), which had been constructed under the Russian Empire in the late nineteenth century for the defense of the city (Figure 6). These auxiliaries, under the supervision of the Germans, shot thousands of Jewish men, women, and children [46]. At Fort IX, mass murder and burial occurred from October 1941 to August 1944, with October 1941 being an exceptionally deadly period. On October 4th, 1845 Kovno Jews, and on 29 October, 9200 Jews brought from other European countries were imprisoned, murdered, and buried at Fort IX, with the total number who met this fate at Fort IX estimated at nearly 50,000 [47,48].

Many of the victims of these atrocities in Kaunas were first confined in the Ghetto. An order issued by the German occupiers on 11 July 1941 stipulated that between 15 July and 15 August, all the Jews in the city and its suburbs were to move into a ghetto to be set up in the Slobodka section of Kaunas (Figure 6). In late August 1941, the Kaunas Ghetto contained 29,760 people [49].
3. Materials and Methodology

3.1. Research Design

The main objective of this project is to use GPR, ERT, air photo assessment, literature sources, and testimony data to add information to the existing base of knowledge about (1) the mass burial of Jews in the Old Jewish Cemetery who were murdered in the Riga Ghetto as part of the 30 November and 8 and 9 December 1941, actions which led to nearly 30,000 Jews being murdered and buried in mass graves in the Rumbula Forest; (2) The murder and burial of Jews from Liepaja in the Jewish section of the Livas Cemetery, including the exhumation and reburial of Jews murdered and initially buried in Rainis Park; (3) The burial of Jews associated with the Lietukis Garage Massacre, and possibly other German mass murder and burial actions, in mass graves in the Zaliakalnis Cemetery in Kaunas.

The questions that this research intends to answer are below.
1. Can Ground-Penetrating Radar (GPR) and Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) successfully identify subsurface anomalies at the Zaliakalnis, Old Jewish, and Livas Cemeteries?
2. Will the GPR and ERT data, in conjunction with air photo assessment, both indicate similar anomalous features at the same location within the cemeteries?
3. Do the identified anomalies possess characteristics that can be correlated with mass graves from the Holocaust?
4. Do these anomalies correlate with information from literature sources and testimony-based information for the three sites?
5. Will the results from this research provide the impetus for future research at these and other Jewish Cemeteries in Latvia, Lithuania, and beyond?

The interpretation of the data collected for this project will be used to provide answers to the five stated research questions. The specific answers to each of these research questions are summarized in the Section 5.

3.2. Methodological Background

Multiple methods were employed to collect, analyze, and assess data related to the research completed at the Old Jewish, Livas, and Zaliakalnis Cemeteries. Air photographs from the German Flown Aerial Photographs, 1939–1945 series, from the United States National Archive collection were searched to locate air photos for the three research sites. An air photograph of the Old Jewish Cemetery in Riga was located, but the site was densely wooded, and the tree canopy obscured the view of features associated with the cemetery. In Liepaja, the flight path did not cross over the Livas Cemetery, with the closest flight path being approximately 200 m to the northwest. Two flight paths did pass over the Zaliakalnis Cemetery. Satellite images for multiple years were obtained from Google Earth and ESRI World Imagery, which is available online for Latvia through the Vēsturiskās Vemes (Historical Lands Office), which is part of the Centrālā Statistikas Pārvalde (Central Statistical Office) (https://vesture.dodies.lv/#m=10/56.91950/24.16786&l=E) accessed on 15 April 2024. The noninvasive geophysical techniques Ground-Penetrating Radar (GPR) and Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT), which are frequently used in archaeological studies to assess the subsurface without undertaking the destructive process of excavation, were used at these three sites as well.

A Google Earth image (2022) of the Jewish portion of the Livas Cemetery (see Figure 4) highlights the following: (1) the location of the memorial wall and the mass burial memorial, (2) a photograph of the mass burial memorial, (3) the area in the southeastern part of the Jewish section of the cemetery that does not contain grave markers, and (4) the location of a 20 m × 13.5 m GPR grid. Figure 7 also contains a 2022 Google Earth image of the Jewish portion of the Livas Cemetery. The perimeter of the Jewish portion of the cemetery, which was designated visually using this image and onsite ground truthing, is highlighted in red, as are two anomalous topographic features (obvious mounds which were observed during prior visits to the site) and the GPR grid placed between the mounds. The GPR grid was placed between the mounds, working on the assumption that the mounds exist because a hole or trench was excavated at this location. Following this line of thinking, the mounds are composed of soil removed from this hole or trench that was not returned to the excavation when the feature was refilled. Therefore, any anomalies associated with this grid could indicate that the location was potentially used as a mass burial site. The space occupied by the bodies put into the excavation prevented all the soil removed from the excavation from being returned, thus leaving behind these mounds to the north and south of the GPR grid. The lower image in Figure 7 is a ground-level side view of the mounds and the GPR grid located between the mounds.

Similarly, two ERT transect lines and two GPR grid locations associated with the Old Jewish Cemetery in Riga are plotted on a 2022 Google Earth satellite image. On a 2017 (the year the data were collected) Google Earth satellite image of the Zaliakalnis Cemetery in Kaunas, Lithuania, the location of two ERT lines and one GPR grid are plotted. The
ERT lines and GPR grid locations were also plotted on a 1944 Luftwaffe air photograph of the cemetery.

![Plan and street-level views of features found in the Livas Cemetery. The plan view is from Google Earth (2022), and the lower photograph was taken by Philip Reeder.](image)

**Figure 7.** Plan and street-level views of features found in the Livas Cemetery. The plan view is from Google Earth (2022), and the lower photograph was taken by Philip Reeder.

3.3. **Data Collection**

3.3.1. **Ground-Penetrating Radar (GPR)**

Generally, the GPR technique used in this study is based on the propagation and reflection of pulsed high-frequency electromagnetic (EM) energy [56,57]. This field technique provides near-surface, high-resolution, near-continuous profiles of archaeological sites [58–60]. GPR has become a popular method for investigating shallow subsurface features because of the above properties and the availability of portable, robust, digital radar systems. Publications resulting from past investigations by the researchers involved in this project, as well as others, have shown that GPR is a valuable, efficient, and effective research methodology in archaeological studies [61–68]. The GPR acquisition system Sensors and Software pulseEKKO™ was used for this project [69], and the GPR profiles were collected with 500-megahertz (MHz) antennae.
The grid from which data were collected in the Livas Cemetery was 20 m × 13.5 m and oriented north–south (see Figures 4 and 7). The GPR grids in the Old Jewish Cemetery were 100 m × 20 m (GPR grid 1) and 60 m × 25 m (GPR grid 2) in size, and both grids were oriented southwest–northeast. GPR grid 1 was collected over two field seasons (2021 and 2022) and comprises several adjacent grids merged under the designation GPR Grid 1. Data for a 10 m × 12.5 m portion of the northeast section of grid 1 was collected at a closely spaced interval (0.02 m step size) within this grid in 2022. The step size in the remainder of the grid, from which data were collected in 2021, was 1.0 m, so the resolution of the data is much lower. The GPR grid in the western section of the Zaliakalnis Cemetery in Kaunas was 25 m × 20 m in size and was oriented southwest–northeast.

Specifically, regarding the GPR techniques used in this research, the antennae separation for all these grids was 0.5 m, and to provide good horizontal resolution, the step size was 0.02 m [61,64], except for a significant portion of grid 1 in the Old Jewish Cemetery, as described above. A carrier transport system was employed to aid in data collection time. Each trace was vertically stacked with an appropriate sampling rate. The digital profiles were downloaded, saved to an external hard drive, processed, and plotted using pulseEKKO, GFP Edit, and EKKO_Project software packages [69]. Basic processing included automatic gain control (AGC), signal saturation correction, trace stacking (horizontal averaging), and point stacking (running average), as well as other routines. Near-surface velocity measurements were calculated. The GPR profiles were corrected for topography using a Topcon Total Station and a Topcon Laser Leveler. The application of radar stratigraphic analysis (distinct signature patterns) on the collected data provided the framework to investigate lateral and vertical geometry and the stratification of the assessed archaeological features [64,65]. Once data collection was completed, and elevation data were added to the data set, the data set was then processed, and both plan view and cross-sectional depictions of the data were created. The elevation data are used to topographically correct the GPR data, thus enhancing their accuracy.

3.3.2. Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT)

Generally, ERT is a technique for mapping the distribution of subsurface electrical resistivity (or its inverse conductivity) in a cross-sectional format [70–72]. The objective for completing a total of five ERT survey profiles in the three Jewish cemeteries in this research was to determine if the potential mass graves could be mapped below the ground surface using an electrical technique, and whether any other changes in soil properties could be distinguished that may be associated with events before, during, or after the execution and burial of the victims.

Specifically, as part of the ERT process, resistivity data are collected through a linear array of electrodes coupled to a direct current (DC) resistivity transmitter, receiver, and electronic switching relays. The spacing between electrodes controls the horizontal and vertical resolution of the data (smaller spacing results in higher horizontal and vertical resolution). Similarly, the array’s length controls the investigation depth (more extended arrays yield greater investigation depths). Data collection is sequential and automated, taking advantage of all possible combinations of current injection and potential measurement electrodes [73]. First, downloaded data are processed and analyzed on a laptop computer, often in the field. Then, the data are inverted (i.e., modeled) using a two-dimensional (2D) finite difference or a finite element inversion routine using RES2DINV tomographic “inversion” software, which iteratively calculates the 2D (or cross-sectional) model of the ground that best fits the data that have been measured [74]. The final 2D cross-sectional product (known as a “true” geoelectric section) plots resistivity (in Ohm-m) or conductivity (in milliSiemens per meters [mS/m]) versus depth [75,76].

All ERT data were acquired for this research using a minimum electrode spacing of 1.0 m, enabling a depth of investigation of at least 5 m below ground surface (mbgs). These surveys utilized an ABEM Terrameter LS resistivity system, and the data were acquired using an expanded gradient acquisition sequence [3]. At the heart of the system
is a transmitter powered by a 12 V battery. The electrodes inserted into the ground are connected to the transmitter unit via a multicore cable. Individual measurements are then obtained by sending electrical current from the 12 V battery to a pair of injection electrodes, and the resulting voltage is measured on a pair of separate reception electrodes. The five ERT profiles acquired as part of this study used an expanded gradient acquisition sequence, to optimize the lateral and vertical resolution of the desired subsurface targets (mass graves). Multiple-gradient arrays of the type used in this research are more efficient to collect with the multichannel systems that were used in this research, and they have a lower sensitivity to noise than dipole–dipole arrays [3].

Data processing included removal of any negative values and obvious outliers. The ERT methods used in this research yielded a cross section showing changes in the soil resistivity. All ERT inversions were calculated using L2-norm smoothness constraints, and model cell widths were set to equal half (0.25 m) the minimum electrode spacing (0.5 m). For each inverted profile, convergence was reached after no more than five iterations, and root-mean-square errors were in the range of 3–8% [3].

IP (electrically induced polarization) is a second type of electrical imaging survey collected simultaneously and with the same equipment as the ERT survey [77,78]. While resistivity surveys the subsurface in terms of its unit volume resistance to the passage of electrical current, IP images the subsurface in terms of its changeability, which is loosely analogous to the ability of the subsurface to store an electrical charge [79]. Resistivity measurements take place while current passes through the subsurface. During IP measurement, no current is actively transmitted through the subsurface materials. Chargeability, measured in milliseconds (msec), represents the area under the voltage curve that rapidly decays after current transmission ceases [80]. A chargeability section can be inverted (i.e., modeled) from the acquired raw IP data. Generally, sand and silt will have zero chargeability, and clay may have a very low but measurable chargeability of a few msec. Metal objects in the subsurface can have a chargeability of tens, hundreds, or thousands of msec, depending on the size, surface area, and burial depth [81]. Hence, an IP survey can detect metal objects buried in the subsurface along the five ERT lines along which data were collected in this study.

3.3.3. Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) and Land Surveying

SLAM technology was also used to create a high-resolution, detailed topographic map of Riga’s Old Jewish Cemetery site. This technology was unavailable at the Livas and Zaliakalnis Cemetery sites. SLAM allows the detailed mapping of an area while keeping track of the device’s location within that area [82–84]. This cutting-edge technology allows detailed map construction of large areas in a much shorter time. Using SLAM software version 2.3.0, the GeoSlam device can simultaneously localize (locate itself in the map) and map (create a virtual map of the location) using SLAM algorithms [85]. We utilized a LiDAR-based SLAM system with a laser sensor to generate a 3D map of the Old Jewish Cemetery site (see Figure 8). LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) measures the distance to an object (a tree, fence, or building) by illuminating the object using an active laser pulse [86]. This LiDAR-based system proved to be a fast and accurate method for drawing a detailed topographic map of the Old Jewish Cemetery. This map was then visually analyzed to detect any topographic features potentially correlated with mass burial locations in the cemetery.

Additionally, a Topcon Total Station was used to collect survey data (x, y, and z data), which assisted in correctly placing the GPR grid and ERT line locations on Google Earth and ESRI World Imagery images for the study sites [87]. The total station and a Topcon Laser Leveler were also used to determine elevational relationships amongst and between GPR grids and ERT transect lines, and to correct the GPR data vertically [88].
3.3.4. Literature Sources and Survivor Testimony

Written literature sources and summaries of oral testimony were also components of this research, to assist in understanding the historical background and significance of the study sites [89–91]. As with many places where the Germans perpetrated atrocities, many witnesses were murdered and could not write down or tell their stories. Yad Vashem (the World Holocaust Remembrance Center), the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, and the Wiener Holocaust Library, to name a few, contain hundreds of millions of pages of documents, photographs, and video, audio, and written testimonies [92]. Relevant to this research is the testimony given by Steven Springfield about the Riga Ghetto and Rumbula Forest, which was accessed via the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (USHMM) website [31]. Malvina Reinigerova and Melanie Pragerovamade gave testimony related to the murder of Jews in the Riga Ghetto and their mass burial in the Old Jewish Cemetery (accessed through the Wiener Holocaust Library website) [36]. Testimony from the State Extraordinary Commission for Investigation of German War Crimes in the Soviet Union, 1943–1945 (accessed through the Yad Vashem Archives), provided information about the mass murder and burial of Jews in Rainis Park in Liepaja and the subsequent exhumation and reburial of these victims in the Livas Cemetery [38]. In Kaunas, the testimony of Colonel Lothar von Bischoffshausen (accessed through a secondary source: the Jerusalem Post) [44], a Panzer Division Commander who has witnessed the Lietukis Garage Massacre, shed light on the atrocity that took place there. What was stated in these testimonies and related reports greatly influenced where geophysical analysis took place at the study sites.

Figure 8. Topographic map of the Old Jewish Cemetery created using SLAM technology (note: masl refers to meters above sea level).
They linked this invaluable cultural/historical resource with geoscience techniques that predicated eventual discoveries at the Old Jewish, Livas, and Zaliakalnis cemeteries.

4. Results

4.1. The Old Jewish Cemetery in Riga

Based on the assessment of literature sources and testimony-based information, it was determined that there is a distinct possibility that the remains of Jews murdered in the Riga Ghetto, as part of the German SS operation that transported approximately 30,000 Jews to the Rumbula Forest to be murdered and buried in mass graves, are buried in the Old Jewish Cemetery. GPR, ERT, and SLAM were used to collect data at the site to assist in verifying this possibility.

The plot created using the SLAM handheld LiDAR system is presented in Figure 8. This topographic map has a relief of seven meters, with the hotter colors (yellow to orange to red to purple) representing progressively higher elevations. As evidenced in this map, the center part of the cemetery possesses the highest elevation, with the topography decreasing rather proportionally towards the perimeters. In these perimeter areas, the topography is flatter, as evidenced by the progression of cooler colors (grading from yellow to green and finally blue).

Testimony and literature-based sources both point to the fact that Jews from the Ghetto were buried in mass graves in the Old Jewish Cemetery. Based on an oral communication with Ilya Lensky, the current director of the Museum of the Jews in Latvia, who is very familiar with the numerous testimonies of Margers Vestermonis (Westerman), the former director of the Museum of the Jews in Latvia, information relating these testimonies to mass burials in the Old Jewish Cemetery was uncovered [93]. As a 16-year-old, Vestermonis witnessed bodies of Jews murdered in the ghetto as part of the Rumbula operations [29–31] being brought into the cemetery for mass burial. These mass graves were most likely located in the relatively flat, as indicated by the SLAM data used to create Figure 8, area along the northwestern perimeter of the cemetery [93]. Our explorations were therefore focused in that area, as evidenced by the two ERT lines and GPR grid along this northwestern boundary.

Based on this presumption that burial trenches were dug along the northwestern perimeter of the cemetery, bodies were therefore placed in these trenches. The trench was then refilled with the soil that was removed to create the trench, and the decomposition of the bodies and subsequent settling of the overlying soil may have left behind linear depressions on the land surface that would be indicated by the shape of the contour lines on the map, but would not be visible to the naked eye onsite. Detailed inspection of the topographic map in Figure 8 indicates that no anthropogenically derived linear depressions are visible based upon a detailed visual assessment of the contour lines. The fact that the cemetery grounds are very disturbed because they underwent a transition from an active cemetery prior to World War II, to a park wherein all gravestones have been removed, may account for this lack of any surface lineation on the topographic map, even if these burial trenches do exist at this location.

Figure 9 is an ESRI World Imagery satellite image with the Old Jewish Cemetery boundaries and information about the two GPR grids, with two ERT lines added. As previously noted, GPR grid 1 is a series of grids created and analyzed in 2021 and 2022, consolidated into one grid (GPR 1). The northeast extent of GPR grid 1 (highlighted in gray and enclosed within a yellow dashed circle in Figure 9) contained anomalies that may be related to the burial trenches presumed to exist in this portion of the cemetery. These data are discussed further below. The data for the remainder of GPR grid 1, which is three separate grids from which data were collected on three different occasions, were inconclusive because of the wide (one-meter) spacing between survey lines. These data need to be recollected at some point in the future with a closer spacing between the grid lines. GPR grid 2 was completed in the summer of 2022 and contains no apparent anomalies; therefore, it is not discussed. ERT lines 1 and 2 are discussed below.
Figure 9. Map of the Old Jewish Cemetery in Riga, with the cemetery boundaries, and the locations for GPR grids 1 and 2, and ERT lines 1 and 2 indicated.

In ERT surveys, resistivity values are affected by a number of factors. Different materials have different resistivity values, which means that the interpretation of ERT profiles requires an understanding of the soils, geology, and hydrogeology in the area under investigation. Additionally, in urban areas, like Riga, the proximity to human-constructed features, like sidewalks and park plazas in the case of this research, must be considered.

In soils and related geologic materials, high resistivity values indicate lower conductivity and are often associated with the textural sizes of sand or gravel. As the size decreases, resistivity would be expected to decrease, with these lower resistivity values indicating higher conductivity associated with materials such as clay or water. Hence, the presence of water in the soil has a direct effect on the resistivity and conductivity profile of the material.

ERT lines 1 and 2 were both created and analyzed in 2021. The 112 m long ERT line 1 contained three anomalous features (Figure 10). The 116 m long ERT line 2 contained three separate, more distinct anomalies. The three anomalies along this transect are indicated as A1 (anomaly 1), A2, and A3 in Figures 9 and 10.
Figure 10. Cross sections of ERT lines 1 and 2 in the Old Jewish Cemetery in Riga.

ERT line 1 (top in Figure 10) exhibits a nearly continuous, relatively homogeneous, resistive layer along its 112 m length. Based on probing of the soils in this area, sand-sized particles dominate the soil profile, and because sands above the water table are generally well drained, they tend to exhibit high resistivity. This layer extends from the land surface down to approximately 3.5 m. The lower resistivity values near the beginning of the transect line (three to ten meters) are affected by their adjacency to a sidewalk and an impervious surface area where a series of park benches have been placed on a cement plaza. The break in the homogenous layer at approximately 50 m coincides with a tree at that location, the roots of which have effectively penetrated and mixed the surface layer, and added organic matter to the soil, effectively increasing the available water-holding capacity of these materials. Hence, their resistive properties are decreased (more conductive) compared to the surrounding soils. At 83 to 93 m along the transect line, the soils and related geologic materials are less resistive. This area of ERT transect 1 roughly correlates with anomaly A3 in ERT transect line 2. This anomaly, and its relationship to the anomaly in ERT line 1, are discussed further below. Below 3.5 m, the blue colors in the ERT line 1 profile in Figure 10 represent the less resistive (more conductive materials at the upper fringe of the water table (lighter blue) and areas below the water table (darker blue).

ERT line 2 is six meters northwest of ERT line 1. The zero points of ERT 1 and 2 are perpendicular, and ERT line 2 is four meters longer than ERT 1 (116 m compared to 112 m). There are three distinct and separate anomalies along ERT line 2. A1 extends from 10 to 38 m along the line. A2 extends from 54 to 76 m, and A3 from 86 to 96 m. Given that ERT lines 1 and 2 are parallel to each other, the anomalies (which are interpreted to be trenches) present in ERT line 2 are oriented northeast to southwest and are parallel to the northwestern boundary of the cemetery. Based on the fact that ERT 1 contains anomalies that are in part affected by more contemporary anthropogenic activity that postdates World War II, the Holocaust-related features related to this research are most associated with ERT line 2.

When ERT lines 1 and 2 in Figure 10 are compared visually, in ERT 2, the mostly homogeneous, resistive near-surface deposits in ERT 1 are much less homogeneous, are more conductive, and are interpreted to be disturbed (mixed) by human activity. These human activities, which involved the creation of three separate burial trenches (mass graves), removed the upper several meters of soil and related geologic materials (sediment) at the locations along the ERT line that have been designated A1, A2, and A3. As previously
noted, anomaly A3 in ERT line 2, and the ERT line 1 anomaly between 83 and 93 m, may be related to the same feature (trench). At the site of anomalies A1, A2, and A3, the human remains were placed in the trenches, and the trenches were refilled with the materials that had been removed, thus altering the fill materials’ porosity, permeability, water-holding capacity, and hence resistivity. This scenario makes perfect sense if one considers Margers Vestermonis’s account of the burial of murdered Jews from the Ghetto in the Old Jewish Cemetery. Based on the oral communication with Ilya Lensky regarding this account [93], “the bodies of murdered Jews that were collected from the Riga Ghetto and transported to the nearby Old Jewish Cemetery, were brought into the cemetery through a hole in the now gone cemetery wall and were buried in mass graves (trenches)”. The total number of victims is approximately 2000 [34]. Additionally, based on the testimony of Malvina Reinigerova and Melanie Pragerovamade, Obersturmfuhrer Krause, Commandant of the Riga Ghetto, indiscriminately shot or ordered prisoners shot, Jews in the Ghetto, some of whom were members of the Ghetto Police, who after being shot were buried in the Old Jewish Cemetery, or were transported there for burial after being shot elsewhere [36]. The 2000 victims from the Ghetto are most likely buried in anomalies (trenches) A1 and A2, and given the much smaller size of A3, the Ghetto Police, and others are possibly buried in A3.

To corroborate the interpretations related to ERT line 2, these data were compared to GPR data collected at the same location. Figure 11 presents a cross-sectional view of GPR data collected from the first ten meters (the northeastern extremity) of GPR grid 1 (see Figure 9). The data shown in this cross section are from data line 42 (of 50 lines spaced 0.2 m apart), which crosses the GPR grid 10.5 m from data line 1, which is the first line of the grid. A distinct anomaly, bracketed within the blue rectangle in Figure 11, is present in this cross section. The layers of soil/sediment in certain sections within this cross section have been enhanced by tracing solid black lines onto the individual layers. As seen within the blue rectangle, the layers are discontinuous and fragmented in the section of the line between one and three meters, which is to be expected if a trench was excavated and then refilled at this location. Figure 12 compares these cross-sectional data to a GPR data slice collected within the same grid. The GPR cross-sectional data plot in Figure 11 has been rotated 90 degrees to correspond with the orientation of the GPR data slice. The term data slice in this context refers to a plan view (looking from above) of a particular depth beneath the land surface, which in this case is 1.0 m [94,95]. In Figure 12, no anomalies at this depth correspond with the anomalous (disturbed) area highlighted in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Cross-sectional view of the northeast portion of GPR grid 1 in the Old Jewish Cemetery in Riga with an anomalous area highlighted.
Figure 12. Slice view from the Old Jewish Cemetery from a depth of 1.0 m beneath the land surface (left) compared to a rotated cross-sectional view of data line 42 within this grid (right). The black rectangle’s location in the slice view corresponds with the location of the blue rectangle in the cross-sectional view.

Figure 13 is similar to Figure 12, but the data slice in Figure 13 is from two meters beneath the land surface. An anomaly is present at two meters that corresponds with the presumably disturbed area in the cross section, as indicated by the black and blue rectangles. This feature is approximately three meters wide and oriented in the same southwest to northeast direction as ERT anomaly A1 in Figure 10.

The same anomaly at a depth of two meters beneath the land surface in Figure 13 is present at a depth of 3.0 m in Figure 14, where it is less defined. Assessment of this relationship prompted the interpretation that the features at 3.0 m represent the bottom of anomaly (trench) A1, and the features at 2.0 m are the main segment of the anomaly (trench). The lack of features at 1.0 m beneath the land surface possibly indicates the addition of more recent fill material in this area. This may have occurred during the site’s transition from the Old Jewish Cemetery to the Park of Communist Brigades in 1960.
Figure 13. Slice view from a depth of 2.0 m beneath the land surface (left) compared to a rotated cross-sectional view of data line 42 within this grid (right).

Figure 14. Slice view from a depth of 3.0 m beneath the land surface (left) compared to a rotated cross-sectional view of data line 42 within this grid (right).
4.2. Zaliakalnis Cemetery in Kaunas

The Lietukis Garage Massacre, which occurred on 27 June 1941, resulted in 40–60 Jewish men being murdered with shovels, iron bars, or other implements [96]. Testimony given by residents in the buildings around the Zaliakalnis Cemetery indicates that in June 1941, trucks filled with corpses arrived at the cemetery [45], and these victims were buried in an already-prepared mass grave.

The Kaunas Jewish Community chairman, Gercas Zakas, showed our research team an open area in the northwest quadrant of the cemetery where an Israeli archaeologist had previously indicated to him that a mass grave existed (Figure 15). Further, it was speculated at that time that this location was where the victims of the Lietukis Garage Massacre were buried.

Based on this information, two 100 m long ERT lines were placed in this quadrant of the cemetery to detect evidence of disturbances in the subsurface that may correlate with this and potentially other undocumented mass graves. The modus operandi of the Germans was to typically return to the exact location multiple times, first to create, and then use mass graves to bury victims of their atrocities. ERT line 1 was oriented southwest to northeast, and ERT line 2 was oriented southeast to northwest. The data collected along these lines were used to pinpoint the most likely mass grave location(s). Although the interpretation of the ERT data indicated the potential existence of three mass graves, it was decided to place a $25 \times 20$ m GPR grid at the site of an apparent anomaly along the first 25 m of ERT line 1. Corroboration of ERT and GPR data provides evidence that a mass grave very possibly exists where both technologies indicate the presence of anomalies.

Figure 15. Location of two ERT lines and a GPR grid in the Zaliakalnis Cemetery in Kaunas.
Figure 16 is a Luftwaffe air photo from the German Flown Aerial Photographs, 1939–1945 series, from the United States National Archive collection. The location of the two ERT lines and the GPR grid associated with ERT line 1 have been superimposed upon the air photo, revealing the association between the locations where geophysical data were collected and features present three years after the potential mass burials in the cemetery in 1941. Comparing Figures 15 and 16, it is apparent that gravestones are still present in the 1944 air photo in the vicinity of where the GPR grid and two ERT lines were established in 2017. Given the low resolution of the air photo, it is not possible to determine if there are any precise areas of disturbance present in 1944 that correlate with the geophysical anomalies that were found in 2017. The physical appearance of this section of the cemetery has changed in that the cemetery wall no longer exists and has been replaced by an iron fence (visible in Figure 15), and all remnants of the gravestones that were present in the northwest quadrant of the cemetery in 1944 are now gone.

Figure 17 contains the resistivity profiles for ERT lines 1 and 2 and the chargeability profile for ERT line 2. ERT line 1 possesses two anomalies, the first from about 5 m to 25 m along the line. From 15 to 25 m, the area is covered by fill material with different resistive characteristics than most other near-surface materials along the line. It is postulated that this material may be the spoil that was removed from a mass grave at this location that was returned to the excavation after bodies were placed in the hole/trench. A smaller area of disturbance was detected along the line from 74 m to 83 m. A clear breach in the surface materials and another possible fill area coincides with this anomaly. This fill is similar in signature to the layer from 15 to 25 m and, again, may be spoil that was removed from an excavation, and given its position adjacent to the breach, it was not completely returned to the excavation.
ERT line 2 contains an anomaly similar to ERT 1. This anomaly is approximately nine meters long, extending from 17 to 26 m along the line. It possesses a zone interpreted as spoil used to infill the surface of a possible mass grave. As depicted in the chargeability plot in Figure 17, there is a possible buried object in the vicinity of and slightly deeper than this anomaly. Given that this object is over four meters beneath the current land surface, it may be an object that was thrown or fell into the excavation prior to infilling. Given its depth, this object is most likely not associated with World War II-era or modern infrastructure like a buried sewer or water transmission pipe.

Figure 18 focuses on only the first half of ERT line 1 and the related GPR grid. Two linear, parallel anomalies are present in the GPR grid, which are indicated by the red arrows. The data slice presented in this figure is from a depth of 1.96 m beneath the land surface. The conductivity profile in the upper part of Figure 18 contains no anomalous features that correspond with the two anomalies in the GPR grid. There is a relationship between the resistivity profile and the GPR data slice. The two anomalies in the GPR grid are directly adjacent to surface material interpreted as spoil from an excavation at the site that was possibly used as a mass grave. Based on the fact that the parallel GPR anomalies flank the interpreted spoil material, it is postulated that two parallel trenches may flank the more recent surface debris (spoil).

Figure 17. Two ERT resistivity plots and one chargeability plot from the northwest quadrant of the Zaliakalnis Cemetery in Kaunas.
4.3. The Jewish Section of the Livas Cemetery in Liepaja

In July 2023, a 20 m × 13.5 m GPR grid was placed in the Jewish section of the Livas Cemetery (see Figures 4 and 7). As seen in Figure 7, this location is flanked by two mounds that are interpreted to be spoil from the potential excavation that the mounds flank. Similar to the scenario discussed for the Zaliakalnis Cemetery in Kaunas, this feature may be a mass grave that, when filled with bodies, which occupied a substantial volume of the excavation, it was not possible to return all the material removed from the excavation back into the excavation. Hence, a spoil pile remained on two sides. The anomaly found in this grid, depicted in the data slice (left) and cross-sectional profile (right) in Figure 19, is from 1.65 m beneath the surface. It is nearly square and occupies an area that is approximately 10 m × 10 m in size in the plan view. At this point in time, it is too early to deem this feature a mass grave unequivocally. However, given its location, the German’s penchant for using Jewish Cemeteries as places of mass murder and mass burial, and the characteristics of the anomaly, there is a distinct possibility that this feature is a mass grave. Further study is required to unequivocally determine the precise nature of this anomalous feature.

**Figure 18.** Focused three-dimensional plot highlighting the beginning portion of ERT line 1 and the accompanying GPR grid.
5. Discussion

This research intended to add new information to the existing Holocaust-related base of knowledge about the German practice of burying Jews in mass graves in already-existing Jewish cemeteries. Using data collected via geophysics (GPR and ERT), the assessment of air photos for one of the sites, and literature sources and testimony-based research, conclusions were drawn that assisted in developing a better understanding of these practices in the Holocaust.

History is often learned as a string of events leading up to the present moment. In many respects, this is not true for the Holocaust because so much of this history is unknown or little known. Thousands of Holocaust sites remain undiscovered, are known but not studied, or are poorly studied. Taking an approach that melds geoscience and geophysics with archaeology has proven viable for uncovering the “hidden” history [97] associated with the three sites that were the focus of this research. These sites were all active Jewish cemeteries prior to World War II. The onset of war and occupation by the German forces led to the cessation of “normal” burial activities and, in the case of these three locations, a repurposing of the sites for mass burial.

Making the connection between knowledge gained from the literature and survivor testimony is a common practice in Holocaust-related research. Taking this approach, and defining places linked to the existing knowledge base related to Nazi Germany’s practice of locating mass graves in existing Jewish cemeteries, led to selecting the three study locations for this project. Most of the sites of mass murder and the mass burial of Jews, and others deemed as undesirable by the Germans, were prepared in advance, and were in forests, roadside ditches, arable fields, and elsewhere [6]. These include, for example, places like the German Nazi Labor Camp Treblinka in Eastern Poland [15], Ponary near Vilnius, Lithuania [3], Heereskraftfahrpark (HKP) 562 Forced-Labor Camp in Vilnius [17], Fort IX in Kaunas, Lithuania [18–20], and Raylivka village [21] and Slavuta in Ukraine [22]. Many of these sites, like the Rumbula Forest near Riga, for example, were distant enough (9 km in
the case of Rumbula) from where the Jewish population was being held so that preparation activities occurred unbeknownst to the eventual victims. The Germans followed a model of preparing sites for burial closer to the ghettos or other areas where Jews were imprisoned. Burial at these sites was generally related to smaller, less formulated actions. The three Jewish Cemetery sites that were part of this research constitute locations that fit this model.

The research design for this project put forth five research questions. They were: (1) Can Ground-Penetrating Radar (GPR) and Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) successfully identify subsurface anomalies at the Zaliakalnis, Old Jewish, and Livas Cemeteries? (2) Will the GPR and ERT data indicate similar anomalous features at the same location within the cemeteries? (3) Do the identified anomalies possess characteristics that can be correlated with mass graves from the Holocaust? (4) Do these anomalies correlate with information from archival and testimony-based information for the three sites? And (5) Will the results from this research provide the impetus for future research at these and other Jewish Cemeteries in Latvia, Lithuania, and beyond?

GPR and ERT effectively detected anomalies at the Zaliakalnis and Old Jewish Cemeteries. ERT was not used at the Livas Cemetery. In the particular case of the Old Jewish Cemetery in Riga, burial trenches were prepared to hold the remains of Jews who were too old or too sick or those who resisted removal from the Ghetto and transport to the Rumbula Forest. These victims and others killed in the Ghetto for various other reasons (insubordination, attempted escape) were instead buried in mass graves in the nearby Jewish Cemetery [34–36]. Ilya Lensky, the Director of the Museum of the Jews in Latvia, noted during an oral communication with the authors that testimony from Margers Vestermonis, an eyewitness (his testimony has not yet been translated from Latvian or published in English), attests to the fact that a hole was made through the wall that once surrounded the cemetery, on the northwest side, so that bodies could be brought into the cemetery and then buried in already-dug trenches [93,98].

Specifically, at the Old Jewish Cemetery, three separate ERT anomalies were found on the 116 m long ERT line 2 along the northwest boundary of the cemetery (see Figure 9). Data collected in 2021 from GPR grid 1 (coinciding with 20 to 108 m along ERT line 2), at a step size of 1.0 m, were inconclusive because of the wide spacing between the lines. However, the data collected in 2022 from a GPR grid added to the northeast end of grid 1, with a step-size of 0.2 m, showed a strong anomaly correlated with ERT anomaly A1 (see Figures 9–14). The width and depth of the anomaly correlate with two mass burial trench anomalies discovered near the lighthouse in the port area in Liepaja, Latvia [99]. Based on the correlation between the ERT and GPR data associated with ERT anomaly A1 in the Old Jewish Cemetery in Riga, it was concluded that this area of data overlap very likely shows the location of a portion of a mass burial trench. Based on literature sources and the testimony-based information for this location, this mass grave very likely holds the remains of Jews killed in the Riga Ghetto.

The Zaliakalnis Cemetery in Kaunas bears a similarity in intent and purpose with Riga’s Old Jewish Cemetery as a place to bury Jews, who, in this case, were murdered in the Riga Ghetto. A convenient location within each city was needed for this purpose, and in both instances, an existing Jewish Cemetery was selected. On 24 June 1941, the first day of German occupation in Kaunas, Lithuanian paramilitary groups that soon became German collaborators had already put in motion a pogrom to kill Jews, whom they accused of being complicit in the Soviet repression of Lithuanians. Over the next few days, over 1000 Jews were murdered, including 40–60 Jewish men at the Lietukis Garage Massacre. Residents in the buildings around the Zaliakalnis Cemetery gave testimony that they witnessed trucks arriving with corpses, which were then buried in a mass grave(s) in the cemetery in late June of 1941 [44,45].

At the Zaliakalnis Cemetery, two anomalies were detected along ERT line 1, and one along ERT line 2. Based on information provided by Kaunas Jewish Community chairman Gercas Zakas about the possible location of a mass grave in the cemetery, a 20 × 25 m GPR grid was sited to coincide with the first 25 m of ERT line 1 (see Figures 15 and 16).
The ERT anomaly at this location was interpreted as a fill material layer over a possible mass grave. This ERT anomaly coincided with two separate GPR anomalies. Based on the presence of these anomalies, their linear shape, which is similar to the Old Jewish Cemetery in Riga and burial trenches near the lighthouse in Liepaja [99], and the spatial correlation of the ERT and GPR anomalies, it was concluded that a mass grave very likely exists at this location. Testimony-based information states that the victims of the Lietukis Garage Massacre, and possibly other victims of the initial pogrom that killed the approximately 1000 Jews during the first few days of occupation by the Germans, may be buried in the Zaliakalnis Cemetery.

The situation with the Jewish section of the Livas Cemetery in Liepaja is somewhat different than in Riga and Kaunas. Research at this site is very preliminary in that only one GPR grid has been analyzed thus far. However, some interesting information has already been uncovered related to the sequence of Holocaust-related events that occurred in Liepaja and within the Livas Cemetery. On 29 June 1941, the Germans occupied Liepaja and, along with local collaborators, began murder operations that very day. For six or seven days, groups of Jews were taken to Rainis Park to be shot and buried in anti-tank ditches (trenches) that the Soviets had created (see Figure 3). Several weeks after the cessation of the operation, the stench emanating from the rotting corpses had become overwhelming because the layer of earth covering the corpses was too thin. The Germans ordered Jewish residents to exhume the bodies, transport them in wagons, and bury them in a mass grave that had been dug in the Jewish section of the Livas Cemetery [38,39].

In 1993, at the “suspected” site of the mass grave where the victims from Rainis Park were reinterred, a stone Star of David monument was installed. Preliminary GPR research completed in the Jewish section of the Livas Cemetery in 2023 was focused on a disturbed area approximately 100 m south of the monument (see Figure 7). At this location, GPR data indicate a clear anomaly within the $20 \times 13.5$ m grid (see Figures 4 and 7). At this time, it is impossible to determine if this feature is the mass grave associated with the reburial of bodies from Rainis Park or if it is an unknown mass grave, or another feature.

6. Conclusions and Outcomes

The research design for this project provided a framework within which new information could be uncovered about Nazi Germany’s practice of burying Jewish murder victims in mass graves created in already-existing Jewish cemeteries. This research framework, the methodologies used therein, and the data depiction, analysis, interpretation, and the conclusions drawn can serve as a model for similar research at other Holocaust and genocide sites. Because the number of Holocaust survivors and their collective recollections continue to decrease, it is essential to develop other ways of uncovering this essential information. By combining the traditional practice of using survivor testimony and existing literature sources, with cutting-edge, noninvasive technologies like GPR and ERT, new approaches to data acquisition and related interpretations can be formulated. These approaches will not only bring forth new methodologies and conclusions related to the use of existing Jewish cemeteries as places of mass murder and burial but can be applicable to a much broader spectrum of multidisciplinary, Holocaust-related research.

If nothing else, our work has provided direct evidence of these mass burial practices at three locations. Our research will continue at these locations to uncover even more of this hidden history by using science to shed new light on what is known and what is unknown about German mass murder and burial practices. We will continue to uncover this critical and valuable information and tell these “stories” for those who cannot, using geoscience as a tool to add new information to the hidden history of the Holocaust.

At the Old Jewish Cemetery in Riga, additional GPR data need to be collected at a smaller step size (preferably 0.2 m) within the remainder of GPR grid 1 to better to define the relationship between ERT anomalies A2 and A3, and the GPR grid 1 data set. At the Zaliakalnis Cemetery in Kaunas, the collection of additional GPR data in the vicinity of the two other ERT anomalies is required to corroborate further the presence of mass graves at
these two locations, and to possibly better link these mass graves to the Lietukis Garage Massacre and other atrocities that occurred during the first days of occupation.

In the Livas Cemetery in Liepaja, additional research was required to determine if the anomaly that was discovered in 2023 is related to another mass grave, or the mass grave of the Rainis Park victims, and if the monument, which is often the case, was not installed at the correct location [99,100]. Literature sources and testimony-based data indicate that the bodies from Rainis Park were reinterred in the Jewish section of the Livas Cemetery; however, the precise location within the cemetery was not clarified. Is that location where the Star of David Monument exists, or is it elsewhere within the cemetery? In July 2024, GPR data were collected in the vicinity of the Star of David Monument. Preliminary analysis of these data indicates that no mass grave is present in the vicinity of the monument. Hence, additional research is required to make a more precise determination regarding if the anomalies found in the 2023 GPR grid are related to this mass grave, or if other potential locations exist within the cemetery. This additional data collection proposed for the Livas Cemetery is applicable to the Old Jewish and Zaliakalnis Cemeteries as well, and plans are currently in development for additional data collection at these sites.
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